Just to keep the photographer happy, Aldo Mae Johnson, South Dakota lassie, and Eleanor Boudrow, from Arlington, look up from the desk.

Miss Shirley Miller, in her office on the fourth floor of Building 6, keeps the physicists happy with her smiling countenance.

(Continued from page 18)

has a room on Marlborough Street and walks across Harvard bridge every day. (Time not known—do your own sleuthing). Jeanne thinks that Tech men are much more refined than Harvard or Dartmouth men. She likes our lack of rah-rah atmosphere. “Tech men are not very glamorous, but I like them for their character, not their ‘pretty faces’”. For your information Dr. Wulff’s office is 8-413.

Mary Foley probably has come in contact with more Tech men than any other secretary around school. She is the very cute girl encircled by the army in the M.S. department. Mary is 5’ 4”, has reddish brown hair, grey eyes, sunny smile, and she has reached the ripe old age of 19. She lives in Cambridge with her mother. Her favorites are basketball, Bob Hope, and uniforms. She spends most of her money on clothes and Defense Stamps, thinks that an acquaintance dance between the Tech men and the secretaries would be a swell idea.

In the lounge bar or Cafeteria at Walker at every lunch time the Tech man can wander in for lunch or browse around and dream in an atmosphere consisting of hundreds of beautiful Radiation workers, who do everything from clerical work to drafting. Most of these girls are, on the average, younger than the Institute girls. They have not had much of an opportunity to meet the Tech men, but think that the idea of being sociable would be the cats meow.

How about it you committees? Why not hold an all Tech student-and-secretary dance. Let’s get the ball rolling. Here we are with no gas to get to Wheaton or Wellesley, and six hundred beautiful girls in our own back yard.

Mary Foley of the Military Science Department checks up on that letter in the file for her boss. For further data on the personable Miss Foley, we refer you to the adjacent article.